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ABSTRACT

Virtual reality (VR) aims to make the human-computer interaction
experience more immersive. Without the sensation of force and
proper haptic feedback, however, the illusion of presence often breaks
when a user tries to touch a virtual object. We present a prototype that
provides haptic feedback in VR using origami carried by a drone. The
drone delivers origami to the user’s hand when that user is about to
touch a virtual object. The haptic experience can easily be modified
by changing the origami to other shapes and paper types. Our work
demonstrates a novel, customisable, and low-cost solution to enable
VR haptics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) technology allows users to be fully immersed
in digital worlds, which enables new interaction experiences in
product design, data analytics, and games. Without properly rendered
haptic feedback, however, the illusion of presence can break when
a user touches a virtual object. Previous works have attempted to
address this issue through hand-held controllers or wearables [7],
but they require users to carry additional devices, which may cause
new problems such as impeding the motion of the user’s hand. To
overcome this challenge, we present a prototype that leverages
origami carried by a drone as a low-cost solution to enable VR haptics.

Recent research has studied encountered-type haptics [4],
where haptic devices autonomously position haptic proxies at the
corresponding physical location of the virtual object. An intuitive
method is enabling VR users to touch or interact with a replica of
the virtual object in the physical world—for example, Suzuki et al.
presented a room-scale solution by moving furniture with ground
robots on the floor [9]. Alternatively, providing haptics with a drone
may be more flexible in 3D VR space [2, 6]. More relevant to our
work, Hoppe et al. proposed a method to simulate various VR
interaction experiences by allowing users to touch, push, and grasp
a drone [5]. Abtahi et al. enabled an even richer haptic interaction
experience by rendering textures and animating passive props [1].
Moreover, Auda et al. equipped customized controllers on a drone
which allows it to be used as an input device [3].

However, existing methods that leverage drones to provide
VR haptics require sophisticated prototyping techniques, such as
customized electronics or 3D printed models, for its haptic props.
This makes the customization of the haptic experience somewhat
challenging—users may have to 3D print new models to render
objects with different shapes. We present a simple yet flexible way to
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Figure 1: A demonstration of our prototype. A user grabs a minion
inside the virtual space and, simultaneously, feels the haptic feedback
provided by the origami carried by a drone in the physical world.

generate haptics in VR using origami (i.e., paper folding) carried by
a drone. In our system, the drone delivers origami to the user’s hand
when they are about to touch a virtual object. Compared with existing
systems, our solution does not require complex hardware design and
can be deployed rapidly at a low cost: requiring only one or several
pieces of paper with a holder to fix the origami on the drone. Users
can also easily customize their haptic experience by modifying the
origami to other shapes and paper types. Our demo, therefore, shows
a novel, customizable, and low-cost solution to enable VR haptics
that could inspire relevant applications.

2 PROTOTYPE

In this demo, we will present a prototype of origami-augmented
drones to provide haptic feedback in VR.

2.1 Design Space

The origami can be designed based on the following design space
to enable various types of haptic feedback.
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Figure 2: The equipment that will be used in the demo: a RoboMaster
Tello Talent micro-drone and an Oculus Quest 2 headset.

2.2 Interaction Scenarios
We developed a virtual environment to demonstrate various haptic
feedback techniques supported by our prototype, including object
shapes and textures using different origami objects. In particular, we
will focus on the following interaction scenarios:

• Scenario 1 - Grasping: users can see a virtual minion in VR.
Their goal is to grasp the minion to feel the shape of the minion.

• Scenario 2 - Textures: users can see a virtual cat and a virtual
hedgehog in VR. By touching different faces of the origami
shape (i.e., fur or sandpaper), they can experience different haptic
feedback (i.e., smooth and spiky) when touching different animals.

• Scenario 3 - High-five: users can see a virtual character in VR.
They can perform a high-five with the character. The origami hand
serves as an example of complex shapes.

2.3 Implementation
Hardware: We will use a RoboMaster Tello Talent micro-drone and
an Oculus Quest 2 headset for the demo (see Figure 2). The drone is
encompassed by a plastic net to avoid collisions. The origami used for
providing haptics is mounted on top of the drone. Above the origami,
a printed paper hand is attached as an anchor to track the position of
the drone in the Oculus Quest 2 headset. This is a low-cost solution
for tracking the position of the drone without external cameras, as
Oculus Quest 2 does not allow accessing the raw camera feed data.
Both the origami and the paper hand are fixed by 3D printed poles.

Software: We developed our virtual environment and the control
system in Unity C#. The headset tracks the drone’s position in
real-time, and then renders the virtual object at the drone’s position.
The drone is controlled programmatically using its python API. In
the meantime, the users’ hand is also tracked and rendered while
interacting with the virtual object (e.g., grasping).

3 DEMO PRESENTATION

3.1 Space and setup
We will present our demo in a 3m×3m area. Each session will last up
to 5 minutes with one of the selected audience. The selected audience
will wear an Oculus Quest 2 headset, while other audience will
observe the interaction experience from the outside. Our micro-drone
will fly within the demo area during the session. The whole session
will be monitored by at least one of our presenters.

3.2 Safety
Ensuring safety in our demonstration is our primary concern. While
the propellers of the lower-power micro-drone are made of plastic, to
further protect the safety of the users, we will encapsulate the drone
with a dense net that prevents fingers from reaching the rotors [1].

Additionally, we will set boundaries around our demo area with
temporary walls (such as using self-standing posterboards). An
alternative presentation form is that our presenter will demonstrate
all the interaction scenarios, while the audience will only observe
the presenter’s performance and watch the streamed VR experience
from a TV screen.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present a prototype that leverages origami-augmented drones
to provide haptic feedback in VR. Our solution can inspire ISMAR
audiences including VR researchers, designers, developers for new
applications. Our solution can be extended future applications
like embedding paper-based soft robot for more complex touch
sensation [8], using multiple drones for target representation,
and allowing throwing experiences in VR [10], which can foster
interesting discussions at the conference.
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